
                                                                              

 

 
 

FRIDAY- KEYNOTE                                      NOVEMBER 7TH 2014 

9:30 to 11:00                 
                                                                  

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:  Professor Hong Zhang 
Session Title: Language through Song: A Musical Approach 

Session Description: Affinities between language and song have been explored by 
musicologists and voice teachers, but have drawn scant attention from linguists and 
language instructors. This lecture intends to correct that oversight by promoting an 
innovative approach of improving language proficiency through singing. Song is the 
highest form of speech. It is nothing more than the elongation of vowels and extension 
of pitch inflections found in everyday conversation. As sung language, a good song 
synthesizes the linguistic, poetic, and musical beauty of speech. Because song “ups the 
ante” by emphasizing the color, pronunciation, and intonation of every syllable, it is a 
valuable tool for improving the student’s spoken language skills. This lecture will also 
discuss the pedagogical benefits of teaching language through song in terms of 
improving students’ abilities for diction, expression, fluency and memorization. 
 

Speaker Bio:   

 

Hong Zhang holds a Master of Music degree in Voice 
Performance from Binghamton University, SUNY, and a 
Bachelor of Music degree in Voice Performance from the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Currently an Instructor of 
Chinese and an associate faculty member of Music at 
Binghamton University, Zhang has received the award for 
Excellence in Teaching from Binghamton University and for 
Outstanding Contribution to Chinese Language Education from 
the Chinese Language Teachers Association. Zhang gives 
lectures and recitals on “China’s Ethnic Groups and Their 
Songs” as well as workshops on “Teaching Chinese through 
Song” extensively in the US and abroad. The places she has 
performed and presented include the United Nations, University 
of Michigan, University of Virginia, New York University, 
University of Toronto in Canada, Peking, Fudan, Zhejiang, 
Nankai and Soochow Universities in China, as well as Nanyang 
University in Singapore. Her curriculum includes the 
groundbreaking course, Singing Chinese. Her students have 
won awards at many international competitions. In addition, 
Zhang has also co-authored Chinese through Song (SUNY 
Press, 2010) and Cultural Chinese: Readings in Art, Literature, 
and History (Georgetown University Press, 2012).    



                                                                              

 

 

 

FRIDAY                                                 NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
11:15 to 12:30       
 
Speaker:  Katherine McGeean & Bryan Marshall 

Session Title:  Exchanging Worlds: Student Exchange Program 

Target Audience: French, German, Japanese, Spanish 

Session Description: Come and learn about Alberta Education’s Student Exchange 
Program. Administered by the ATA, this reciprocal student exchange program provides 
second language learning opportunities for students to Spain, Germany, Quebec, Japan 
and Mexico. Come and also learn about more about the special exchange now offered 
with and Alberta accredited school in Macau! 

Speaker Bios: Katherine has been working with the exchange program since 2008. 
Katherine has worked in the intercultural field and with international exchanges in one 
form or another for over the last twenty years. Katherine is a qualified administrator for 
the Intercultural Development Inventory and a certified Cultural Detective facilitator. 

Bryan Marshall joined the IEEP team in August 2014. Bryan has taught in Australia and 
Sweden and has facilitated learning adventures for high school students to Quebec. 
 
 
 
 

FRIDAY                                                 NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
11:15 to 12:30       
                                                                
Speakers:  Stephanie Jackson 

Session Title:   The Friendly Techie: Simple Strategies for Integrating Technology 

Target Audience: General 

Session Description: Are you more of a Techno-Geek or Techno-Phobe? No matter, 
everyone will love learning about these simple websites and Google Apps that enable 
teachers to integrate technology into the second language and immersion classrooms. 
With a few changes to how you conduct written and oral assessments, you can also 
drastically increase student engagement while reducing the amount of marking you do 
at home. Bring your mobile device to this session to engage with live examples! 

Speaker Bio: After living and teaching in France, Stephanie moved back to Alberta to 
complete her education degree. She has worked for Edmonton Public Schools for 5 
years and now teaches Junior High French as a Second Language. 



                                                                              

 

 
 

FRIDAY                                                 NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
11:15 to 12:30       
 
Speaker:  Lilien Perera Perez 
 
Session Title: Increasing Language Competence in Spanish Bilingual Education: 
Reconceptualizing Second Language Pedagogies. 
 
Target Audience:  Spanish 
 
Session Description: In this session you will learn about teaching and learning 
Spanish in the bilingual program through a Neurolinguistic Approach (NLA) to second 
language learning.  This literacy-based approach focuses first and foremost on the 
development of oral-language competencies in learners. Students are motivated and 
excited by their early and immediate success in learning to speak a language. 
 
Speaker Bio: Lilien Perera Pérez began her career in the Calgary Board of Education 
(CBE) as a classroom teacher in 2004. She is now a Senior Education Specialist who 
supports the work of the second language programs in the CBE. Lilien received her 
Bachelor in Education with specialty in English Language at the Pedagogical Institute of 
Havana, and her Master in Education at the University of Calgary.   
 

FRIDAY                                                 NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
11:15 to 12:30       
 
Speaker: Wieland Petermann 
Session Title:  The 25th Anniversary of the Fall of the Berlin Wall 
Target Audience:  German 
Session Description: This session will introduce some ideas for classroom use which 
highlight the historic dimension of the fall of the Berlin Wall 25 years ago. How can 
students today relate to that event? Examples from contemporary Germany will 
illustrate the changes that have shaped modern Germany since 1989. Ideas for project 
work for students will wrap up the session. 

Speaker Bio: Wieland Petermann is currently assigned as the German Language 
Advisor within the International Education Services branch of Alberta Education. His 
position is co-sponsored by the Central Agency for Schools Abroad in Bonn, Germany. 
A native of Leipzig, Mr Petermann graduated from Leipzig University in 1983, which was 
then East Germany. He has been teaching German and English at several high schools 
in his region. 
 



                                                                              

 

 
FRIDAY                                                 NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
11:15 to 12:30       
 

Speaker: Jördis Weilandt 

Session Title: We are in this Together 

Target Audience: General 

Session Description: A potpourri of free online webtools for collaborative learning, 
interesting speaking activities, vocabulary learning and personalized feedback (Quizlet, 
Todaysmeet, Powtoon/ Present Me, Jing, etc...). In this workshop you will gain ideas as 
to how to apply the enriching resources of the Internet to your second language 
classroom. Your tech-savvy students can now selectively pull out their cell phones or 
small computer and acquire several tools for more independent learning. A handheld, 
tablet or laptop is essential for this workshop. 

Speaker Bio: Jördis is a teacher by calling and by training. She is also an avid 
language learner, who loves to explore the rich cultural and linguistic depths that are 
opening up to those who interact with other people from different places in the world. 
From her own teaching and learning experience, she knows that learning is most 
effective when it's well-planned, personalised and fun.  

Jördis was born in a country that no longer exists, and thus, her imagination as a child 
did not venture far beyond the invisible veil of the Soviet Union. With the fall of the 
Berlin wall, however, the boundaries came down and the world became her oyster. 
As a professional teacher of German, English and eventually Chinese, Jördis has had 
the pleasure to meet people of very different backgrounds and from many different 
cultures. These encounters have constantly spurred her interest in intercultural 
communication and languages. During her years abroad, she has gained knowledge in  
Russian, English, Dutch, Spanish, Chinese and French, some of which she uses with 
relative fluency. 
 
So far,  she has worked and lived in Europe (England and the Netherlands), Central 
Asia (Russia and Kazakhstan, Latin America (Costa Rica and Panama) and East Asia 
(China and Hong Kong) She currently residing in Canada. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



                                                                              

 

 
 
FRIDAY                                                     NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
14:00 to 15:15 
 
Speaker: Hong Zhang 
 
Session Title:  China’s Ethnic Groups and Their Songs 
 
Target Audience:  General 
 
Session Description: China is a multiethnic nation with 56 ethnic groups. Each group 
has its own unique culture and music. The recital will introduce 12 songs from some 
major ethnic groups. This Lecture and Recital will be very educational and entertaining. 
 
Speaker Bio: Hong Zhang holds a Master of Music degree in Voice Performance from 
Binghamton University, SUNY, and a Bachelor of Music degree in Voice Performance 
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Currently an Instructor of Chinese and an 
associate faculty member of Music at Binghamton University, Zhang has received the 
award for Excellence in Teaching from Binghamton University and for Outstanding 
Contribution to Chinese Language Education from the Chinese Language Teachers 
Association. Zhang gives lectures and recitals on “China’s Ethnic Groups and Their 
Songs” as well as workshops on “Teaching Chinese through Song” extensively in the 
US and abroad. The places she has performed and presented include the United 
Nations, University of Michigan, University of Virginia, New York University, University 
of Toronto in Canada, Peking, Fudan, Zhejiang, Nankai and Soochow Universities in 
China, as well as Nanyang University in Singapore. Her curriculum includes the 
groundbreaking course, Singing Chinese. Her students have won awards at many 
international competitions. In addition, Zhang has also co-authored Chinese through 
Song (SUNY Press, 2010) and Cultural Chinese: Readings in Art, Literature, and 
History (Georgetown University Press, 2012).    
 



                                                                              

 

 
 
FRIDAY                                                  NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
14:00 to 15:15 
 
Speaker: Patricia Sacawa 
 
Session Title: Tech Talk 
 
Target Audience:  General  
 
Session Description: In this session we will explore we can use free online software to 
create fun, student-specific, and multiple learning styles- friendly learning experiences. 
By the end of this session, participants will know how to set up two online programs to 
help them teach students vocabulary and grammar at their pace. 
Perfect for grade 4-12 teachers with an interest in differentiation and technology. Bring 
an ipad if you own one. 
 
Speaker Bio: Originally from Toronto, Patricia Sacawa moved to Edmonton teach the 
Polish bilingual program at Austin O’Brien High School. She currently teaches grades 
10-12 Polish and English and serves as the Vice President of the Polish SIG. Prior to 
teaching in Edmonton, Patricia taught ESL in a private Korean academy and in Poland. 
 
 
 
FRIDAY                                                  NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
14:00 to 15:15 
 
Speaker:  Lisa Caouette 
  
Session Title:  Curriculum Redesign and Second Languages: What will Future 
Programming Look Like? 
 
Target Audience:  General 
 
Session Description: The session will provide an overview of Curriculum Redesign 
and an update on the current prototyping phase.  
 
Speaker Bio: Lisa Caouette was a French teacher at the junior high school level at 
Edmonton Public Schools before going to Alberta Education.  Lisa has been the Team 
Lead for French as a Second Language for over 25 years.  She has a B.A. in French 
and Spanish, a B. Ed. with distinction and a Master’s Degree in Secondary Education 
with a specialization in Second Languages. 
 



                                                                              

 

  
 
FRIDAY                                                  NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
14:00 to 15:15 
 
Speaker: Lesley Doell and Diana Boivert 

Session Title: Establish a Successful Partnership with France through Shared Projects 

Target Audience: French 

Session Description: Learn about one of the first successful twinning projects within a 
newly developed France- Canada Partnership. Teachers will learn the steps to creating 
a strong partnership, learn about the challenges & successes and have some time to 
explore potential class projects that match core French and French immersion 
outcomes. 

Speaker Bios: Lesley is the current president of the Canadian Association of 
Immersion Teachers and directs a French language resource center in Grande Prairie.  
Diana is a dynamic and innovative elementary & junior high FSL teacher and has a 
passion for introducing students to second languages. 

Diana is a dynamic and innovative elementary & junior high FSL teacher and has a 
passion for introducing students to second languages. 
 
 
 
FRIDAY                                                  NOVEMBER 7TH 2014                                                                    
14:00 to 15:15 
 
Speaker: Sigrid Brodeur and Brenda Kemp 

Session Title: Scrapbooking to Promote Language and Culture 

Target Audience: General 

Session Description: Why and how to begin a scrapbooking project that students may 
continue over the course of several school years. Students will be able to create pages 
based on specific themes that may coordinate with classroom units. Students will 
increase written and oral language skills by learning and using proofreading and editing, 
vocabulary, spelling, specific grammar and correct mechanics. Finally, the incorporation 
of technology will be discussed. 

Speaker Bios: Sigrid and Brenda have a combined 46 years of experience teaching 
grades 3-6 in the German bilingual program with Elk Island Public Schools. They are 
excited to share their project with other language teachers.


